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The Utility of Exploiting Idle Workstations for ParallelComputationAnurag Acharya, Guy Edjlali, Joel SaltzUMIACS and Department of Computer ScienceUniversity of Maryland, College Park 20742facha,edjlali,saltzg@cs.umd.eduAbstractIn this paper, we examine the utility of exploiting idle workstations for parallel computation. Weattempt to answer the following questions. First, given a workstation pool, for what fraction of time canwe expect to nd a cluster of k workstations available? This provides an estimate of the opportunity forparallel computation. Second, how stable is a cluster of free machines and how does the stability varywith the size of the cluster? This indicates how frequently a parallel computation might have to stop foradapting to changes in processor availability. Third, what is the distribution of workstation idle-times?This information is useful for selecting workstations to place computation on. Fourth, how much benetcan a user expect? To state this in concrete terms, if I have a pool of size S, how big a parallel machineshould I expect to get for free by harvesting idle machines. Finally, how much benet can be achieved ona real machine and how hard does a parallel programmer have to work to make this happen? To answerthe workstation-availability questions, we have analyzed 14-day traces from three workstation pools. Todetermine the equivalent parallel machine, we have simulated the execution of a group of well-knownparallel programs on these workstation pools. To gain an understanding of the practical problems, wehave developed the system support required for adaptive parallel programs as well as an adaptive parallelCFD application.1 IntroductionExploiting idle workstations has been a popular research area. This popularity has been fueled partlyby studies which have indicated that a large fraction of workstations are unused for a large fraction oftime [9, 17, 19, 25] and partly by the rapid growth in the power of workstations. Batch-processing systemsthat utilize idle workstations for running sequential jobs have been in production use for many years. Awell-known example is Condor [15], which has been has been in operation at the University of Wisconsin forabout 8 years and which currently manages about 300 workstations [6].The utility of harvesting idle workstations for parallel computation is less clear. First, the workstation-availability results [9, 17, 19, 25] that have held out the promise of free cycles assume, at least implicitly,that progress of execution on one workstation, or the lack thereof, has no eect on the progress of executionon other workstations. This assumption does not hold for most parallel computation. This is particularly sofor data-parallel programs written in an SPMD style (most data-parallel programs are written in an SPMDstyle). When a workstation running a parallel job is reclaimed by its primary user, the remaining processesof the same job have to stop to allow the computation to be recongured. Reconguration may need oneor more of data repartitioning, data/process migration and updating data location information. To makeprogress, a parallel job requires that a group of processors be continuously available for a suciently longperiod of time. If the state of a large number of processors rapidly oscillates between available and busy, aparallel computation will be able to make little progress even if each processor is available for a large fractionThis research was supported by ARPA under contract #F19628-94-C-0057, Syracuse subcontract #353-14271
of time. Second, parallel programs are often not perfectly parallel. That is, they are able to run only oncertain congurations - for example, congurations with powers-of-two processors. Addition or deletion of asingle workstation may have no eect, a small eect or a very signicant eect on the performance dependingon the application requirements and the number of available machines.In this paper, we examine the utility of exploiting idle workstations for parallel computation. We attemptto answer the following questions. First, given a workstation pool, for what fraction of time can we expectto nd a cluster of k workstations available? This provides an estimate of the opportunity for parallelcomputation. Second, how stable is a cluster of free machines and how does the stability vary with the sizeof the cluster? This indicates how frequently a parallel computation might have to stop for adapting tochanges in processor availability. Third, what is the distribution of workstation idle-times? That is, what isthe probability that a workstation that is currently idle will be idle for longer than time t? This informationis useful for selecting workstations to place computation on. Fourth, how much benet can a user expect?To state this in concrete terms, if I have a pool of size S, how big a parallel machine should I expect to getfor free by harvesting idle machines. Finally, how much benet can be achieved on a real machine and howhard does a parallel programmer have to work to make this happen?We have addressed these questions in three dierent ways. To answer the workstation-availability ques-tions, we have analyzed 14-day traces from three workstation pools of dierent sizes (40, 60 and 300 worksta-tions) and at dierent locations (College Park, Berkeley and Madison). To determine the equivalent parallelmachine, we have simulated the execution of a group of well-known parallel programs on these workstationpools. To gain an understanding of the practical problems that arise when trying to run parallel programsin an adaptive fashion, we have developed system support that allows programs to detect changes in theirenvironment and to adapt to these changes. We have also developed an adaptive version of a computa-tional uid dynamics program and have measured its actual performance using an IBM SP-2 as a cluster ofworkstations and one of the workstation availability traces mentioned above as the sequential workload.Previous research into using idle workstations for parallel computation has taken one of three approaches.Leutenegger and Sun [14] use an analytic-model-based approach to study the feasibility of running parallelapplications on non-dedicated workstation pool. Their study is based on simple synthetic models of bothworkstation availability and parallel program behavior. It is dicult to draw conclusions about behavior ofreal parallel programs on real workstation pools from their work. Carreiro et al [4] and Pruyne&Livny [21]propose schemes based on a master-slave approach. If the workstation on which a task is being executedis reclaimed, the task is killed and is reassigned by the master to a dierent workstation. There are twoproblems with this approach. First, most parallel programs are not written in a master-slave style. Second,rewriting existing parallel programs as master-slave programs would greatly increase the total communicationvolume and would require very large amounts of memory on the master processor. Arpaci et al [2] studythe suitability of dedicated and non-dedicated workstation pools for executing parallel programs. Theytake a trace-based-analysis approach and base their study on a workstation availability trace, a job arrivaltrace for a 32-node CM-5 partition and a suite of ve data-parallel programs. Their results show that a60-workstation pool is able to process the workload submitted to a 32-node CM-5 partition. Our approachis closest to that of Arpaci et al but there are several basic dierences. Arpaci et al focus on the interactiveperformance of parallel jobs and assume a time-sliced scheduling policy. They deduce the need for interactiveresponse from the presence of a large number of short-lived parallel jobs in the CM-5 job trace. Most largeparallel machines are, however, run in a batch mode. Usually, a small number of processors are provided forinteractive runs. To better understand the need for interactive performance for parallel jobs, we analyzedlong-term (six months to a year) job execution traces from three supercomputer centers (Cornell, Maui andSan Diego). We found that over 90% of short-lived jobs used 16 processors or less (for details, see section 3.2).We take the position that the need for interactive response can be met by a small dedicated cluster and thatthroughput should be the primary goal of schemes that utilize non-dedicated workstations. In doing so, wefollow the lead of Miron Livny and the Condor group at the University of Wisconsin which has had excellentsuccess in utilizing idle workstations for sequential jobs.We rst examine the workstation-availability questions. We describe the traces and the metrics computedto estimate the opportunity for parallel computation. Next, we describe our simulation experiments andtheir results. We then describe our experience with the implementation and execution of an adaptive parallelprogram. Finally, we present a summary of our conclusions.2
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Figure 4: Cumulative distribution of the idleness-cuto for the three pools.For each workstation occurring in the workstation-availability traces, we computed the probability P (x >t) that an idle period would last longer than time t. We considered only the idle periods that were at leastve minutes long. We found that the probability distribution varied widely. To summarize the information,we characterized each workstation by the time T such that P (x > T ) = 0:5. We refer to this measure as theidleness-cuto. That is, idle periods shorter than T had a probability greater than half; idle periods longerthan T had a probability less than half. The minimum value of the idleness-cuto was 18 minutes and themaximum value was 9 hours. Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribution of the idleness-cuto. The averagevalue of the idleness-cuto was 40 minutes for the ucb trace, 70 minutes for the umd trace and 90 minutesfor the wisc trace. Given the large value of the idleness-cuto, simple strategies (such as LIFO, FIFO,random etc) for selecting between available workstations should suce. We note that all of these values aresignicantly higher than the 26 minutes reported by Douglis [8] in 1990 for the Sprite workstations.3 How much benet can a user expect?To estimate the benet that parallel programs might achieve in shared workstation environments, we sim-ulated the execution of a group of well-known parallel programs on all three pools. We selected a suite ofeight programs which includes the NAS parallel benchmarks [22] and three programs that have been studiedby one or more research groups working on parallel processing. We simulated two scenarios: (1) repeatedexecution of individual applications without gaps; (2) repeated execution of the entire set of applications,also without gaps. Since these scenarios keep the pool busy at all times, they provide an approximate upperbound on the throughput. The equivalent parallel machine is used as the metric.We rst describe the programs we used as benchmarks. We then describe our simulations and the5

































































































san deigoFigure 6: Processor usage distribution for short-lived jobs. The Cornell results are based on jobs executedbetween Jun 18 and Dec 2 1995; the Maui results are based on jobs executed between Jan 1 and Aug 31,1996; and the San Diego results are based on jobs executed between Jan 1 and Dec 31, 1995. The totalnumber of short-lived jobs are 53015 (San Diego), 13651 (Maui) and 14822 (Cornell). The average numberof short-lived jobs per day is 145, 56 and 88 respectively.term (six months to a year) job execution traces from three supercomputer centers (Cornell, Maui and SanDiego). Figure 6 shows the processor usage distribution of short-lived jobs (jobs that run for two minutesor less) for the three traces. In all three cases, over 90% of the short jobs run on sixteen processors or less.Based on this and on our own experience with parallel machines, we speculate that interactive performanceis usually desired for debugging and testing purposes; most production runs are batch jobs. We take theposition that the need for interactive response can be met by a small dedicated cluster and that throughputshould be the primary goal of schemes that utilize non-dedicated workstations. In doing so, we follow thelead of Miron Livny and the Condor group at the University of Wisconsin which has had excellent success inutilizing idle workstations for sequential jobs. In our study we assume a simple rst-come-rst-served batchscheduling policy.We ran our experiments for one week of simulated time. This allowed us to study long-term throughputand to understand the eect of time-of-day/day-of-week variations in workstation usage.3.3 ResultsTable 1 presents the equivalent parallel machine implied by the performance of the dierent applicationsfor week-long runs. We have computed two aggregate measures: the average equivalent machine and themedian equivalent machine. The median measure was computed to avoid possible bias due to outliers. Fromthese results, we conclude that harvesting idle workstations from these pools can provide the equivalent of29 (College Park), 25 (Berkeley) and 92/109 (Madison) dedicated processors. The measures for the Berkeleypool match the 1:2 rule of thumb that Arpaci et al [2] suggest for the parallel machine equivalent to anon-dedicated workstation pool. However, the rule does not match the results for the other two clusters.We rule out the dierence in the scheduling strategies as the primary cause of the dierence as using a largequantum would eliminate most of the eects of time-slicing. Instead, we believe that the dierence is due to(1) the limited conguration eect and (2) dierence in the load characteristics. The limited congurationeect refers to the fact that parallel programs can run only on certain congurations. Addition or deletionof a single workstation may have no eect, a small eect or a very signicant eect on the performancedepending on the application requirements and the number of available machines. This eect is particularlyimportant when the number of available workstations hovers around \magic numbers" like powers-of-twoand squares.Figure 7 shows the temporal variation in the performance over the period of the experiment. Since thebenchmark programs run for widely varying periods, it is not possible to compute an aggregate number.We have selected nas-bt as the exemplar program. Beside the obvious diurnal variations, the graphs showthe impact of the limited conguration eect. There are sharp changes in performance as the workstationavailability crosses certain thresholds. Note that of all our benchmarks, nas-bt is the one that can run onthe maximum number of congurations (it runs on square number of processors). Another point to noteis the dierence in the nature of the graphs for umd and ucb on one hand and the graph for wisc on theother hand. The graphs for umd and ucb are jagged whereas the graph for wisc consists mostly of a thick8






































































































































































































































































































Figure 9: Impact of conguration exibility.performance for nas-mg drops sharply for all three pools; (2) the relative drop in the performance for theother applications is largest for wisc, followed by ucb and umd; the drops for umd being quite small.The primary cause for the sharp drop in the performance of nas-mg is that it runs for a very short time.The total execution time is 228 seconds on a single processor and about 19 seconds on 16 processors. As aresult, the performance for nas-mg is swamped by startup costs. The gradation in the performance dierenceacross the pools can be attributed to dierences in the frequency of reclamation events.3.5 Impact of conguration exibilityTo examine the eect of conguration exibility, we compared the performance of a single pool for threeprograms, nas-bt, nas-lu and nas-fftpde with dierent levels of congurability. We selected the Berkeleypool for this comparison as conguration exibility is likely to have the maximum impact for situations witha relatively small number of processors and relatively frequent reclamations. The rst of these programs,nas-bt, runs on square number of processors and the other two run on powers-of-two processors. However,the dataset of nas-fftpde is so large that it is cannot be run on congurations smaller than 16 processors.While the eect of conguration exibility can be seen in several parts of the graph, it is most apparent in thecentral dip. The rst two programs are able to salvage some computation during this time period, nas-btbeing more successful towards the end since it can run on 25 processors. On the other hand, nas-fftpdemakes virtually no progress in this period. We would like to point out that the period in question is of theorder of two days. 10
Num processors 1 2 4 8 16dataset 1 319 ms 196 ms 134 ms 106 ms 87 msdataset 2 510 ms 380 ms 209 ms 150 ms 130 msTable 2: Time per iteration for the two datasets.4 Evaluation on a real machineTo gain an understanding of the practical problems that arise when trying to run parallel programs inan adaptive fashion, we have developed system support that allows programs to detect changes in theirenvironment and adapt to these changes. We have also developed an adaptive version of a computationaluid dynamics program and have measured its actual performance using an IBM SP-2 as a cluster ofworkstations and one of the workstation availability traces mentioned above as the sequential workload.Our system (called Finch) uses a central coordinator to keep track of the workstation availability and aper-application manager process which keeps track of the progress of the application. The central coordinatorresembles the Condor central manager [24] and runs on a central machine. The applicationmanager is createdwhen the job is submitted and lives for the duration of the job. It runs on the submitting machine. Globalresource allocation decisions are made by the central coordinator; coordination of application processes forthe purpose of adaptation is done by the application manager. Currently, we assume a cooperative userenvironment and provide a pair of programs that the primary user of the workstation can use to makethe workstation available and to reclaim it for personal use. User requests (reclamation or otherwise)are sent to the central coordinator which selects the application that must respond to the event. It theninforms the corresponding application manager which coordinates the response. Finch is portable acrossUnix environments. Currently, it runs on Suns, Alphas and RS/6000s.For this study, we used a template extracted from a multiblock computational uid dynamics applicationthat solves the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations over a 3D surface (multiblock TLNS3D [27]). This isan iterative SPMD program, each iteration corresponds to a dierent timestep. We chose the top of thetime-step loop as the safe point for eviction. If a reclamation request is received when the program is atany other point, eviction is delayed till all processes reach this point. As described later in this section,the additional delay introduced, at least for this program, is quite small. We used the Adaptive MultiblockPARTI library [10] from the University of Maryland for parallelizing the application. This library performsthe data partitioning for normal execution as well as the repartitioning for adaptation. It also manages thenormal data communication as well as the data motion needed for eviction. To achieve ecient commu-nication, this library pre-computes communication schedules. Changing the number or the identity of itsprocessors requires recomputation of the schedule. Adaptive Multiblock PARTI is not unique in providingthese services. The DRMS system [16] from IBM Research provides similar functionality. The point wewould like to make is that this support does not have to be implemented by a parallel programmer.We needed to make four changes to the program to allow it to run in an adaptive fashion. First, weadded a call to initialization code which includes contacting the central coordinator for resources. Second,we added code to the top of the time-step loop to check for adaptation events and a call to an adaptationroutine if the check succeeds. Third, we wrote the adaptation routine which repartitions the data arrays andmoves it to destination nodes. Finally, we added a call to a nalization routine which, among other things,informs the central coordinator about the completion of this program.We evaluated the performance of Finch and this application using a 16-processor IBM SP-2 as theworkstation pool and 16 workstation availability traces from the College Park pool as the sequential workload.We ran this program in powers-of-two congurations from one to sixteen processors. We used two inputdatasets for our experiments with dierent meshes. Table 2 shows the time per iteration for the dierentcongurations.We designed our experiments to allow us to compute three measures. First, the cost of the running theadaptive version when no adaptation is required. Second, the time for eviction. That is, the time a user hasto wait for her workstation once she has made a reclamation request. We have divided this time into two11


















































Figure 10: Equivalent parallel machine for one, two and four programs. The graph on the left is for the rstdataset and the graph on the right is for the second dataset.by Narten&Yavagkar [18] and Iftode et al [13]. Narten&Yavagkar describe a memory server similar in spiritto the Condor central manager. It keeps track of the idle memory available and ships memory objects to thecorresponding machines as needed. Iftode et al propose extending the memory hierarchy of multicomputersby introducing a remote memory server layer.Harvesting idle workstations for their memory imposes fewer requirements on the system support thanharvesting them for their computation. If done properly, memory can be often be shared for long periodswithout signicant impact on the interactive performance, particularly for today's machines which have largeprimary memories. Eviction of guest memory pages does not have the same urgency as the eviction of guestprocesses.6 Summary of conclusionsThere are two primary conclusions of our study. First, that there is signicant utility in harvesting idleworkstations for parallel computation. There is, however, considerable variance in the performance achieved.For the three non-dedicated pools we studied, we found that they could achieve performance equal to adedicated parallel machine between one-third to three-fourths the size of the pool. Supporting evidence forthis conclusion is provided by our experience with Finch and an adaptive Navier-Stokes template. Second, theparallel throughput achieved by a non-dedicated pool depends not only on the characteristics of sequentialload but also on the exibility of the parallel jobs being run on it. Jobs that can run only on a small numberof congurations are less able to take advantage of the dynamic changes in availability; jobs that can runon a large set of congurations achieve better throughput. This eect is particularly important when thenumber of workstations available hovers around \magic numbers" like powers-of-two and squares.The other conclusions of our study are: On the average, 60% to 80% of the workstations of a pool are available. The fraction of time for whicha cluster of k workstations is available drops more or less linearly with k. Clusters larger than half thetotal size of the pool are available for over half the time. Moreover, a substantial fraction (20%-70%)of the workstations is always available. Even though large clusters are available at any given time, these clusters are not stable. Clusters upto half the size of the pool are stable for four to fteen minutes and clusters up to a third of the pool13
are stable for ve to thirty minutes. There is a wide variance in the distribution of the length of idle periods across dierent workstations.The expected length of an idle period varied from a minimum of 18 minutes to a maximum of 9 hours.On the average, workstation that has been idle for ve minutes can be expected to be idle for another40-90 minutes. It is not too dicult to convert SPMD programs to run in an adaptive environment. This conversion isbenign. That is, the modi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